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EDITORIAL
IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL! Horror Comics and Comic Horror from Vincent
Davis: CARTOON
IMMORTALITY by Matthew Roy Davey—“God,” said the man, “shall see his will done.”
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GODAN: QUEEN OF THE THIRD COAST Part Four by Garret Scheulke—Fangs…
SUPERHERO
THE CHECKLIST by Rick McQuiston—A pang of regret… HORROR
CLAIRVOYANT’S MISFORTUNE by Christopher T. Dabrowski—A life without surprises…
HORROR
RUBBER by GK Murphy—Something grotesque and horrifying… HORROR
THE SEARCH FOR ASTRA PALACE Part Fifty-Five by Gregory KH Bryant—A thinking
man’s game... SPACE OPERA
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EDITORIAL
This week a man witnesses an execution in a religious dictatorship, Godan battles bats and
werewolves, an obsessive compulsive’s precautions are to no avail, a clairvoyant makes a
mistake, and Stacey proves eager to please her master.
Carter Ward realises he must resort to his wits. Eric Brighteyes seeks a safe harbour in London
Town. And Dr Goodwin awakes beside the Nan-Matal to find that for him the world has ended.
See you next week for Schlock’s eighth anniversary edition!
—Gavin Chappell
PS: If you’re in the Merseyside area in April, you might be interested in seeing The Devil’s
Violin at the Gladstone Theatre, Port Sunlight, on Sun 31st March, 7.30pm. Tickets cost £12
Spellbinding storytellers perform their kaleidoscopic fairytale
A young prince falls endlessly down through the darkness.
In a field of giant poppies, a beautiful old woman is trapped in a cottage nestled in a huge claw.
Saddled horses stand frozen in a dripping grey landscape, their missing riders lost to The Land
of No Return.
Daniel Morden’s mesmeric tales of hope and adversity are accompanied by the exquisite strings
of Oliver Wilson-Dickson and Sarah Moody.
Age Recommendation 10+
Watch the trailer & book tickets: www.thedevilsviolin.co.uk
“To experience Daniel Morden in full flight is an amazing thing” Ian MacMillan
“A master weaver of tales spinning a magical thread of narrative, drawing on numerous
traditional folk tales and myths” The Bristol Post
Now available from Rogue Planet Press: Schlock Quarterly Vol 3 Issue 7
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IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL!

Vincent is an artist who has consistently been on assignment in the art world for over twenty
years. Throughout his career he has acquired a toolbox of diverse skills (from freehand drawing
to digital design, t shirt designer to muralist). His styles range from the wildly abstract to pulp
style comics.
In 2013, his work in END TIMES won an award in the Best Horror Anthology category for that
year. When Vincent is not at his drawing board he can be found in the classroom teaching
cartooning and illustration to his students at Westchester Community College in Valhalla NY.
He lives in Mamaroneck NY with his wife Jennie and dog Skip.
https://www.freelanced.com/vincentdavis
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IMMORTALITY by Matthew Roy Davey
Brinkley was fairly sure that posture conveyed more about a person’s mental state than anything
else and so he stood with legs apart and hands on hips, hoping to appear confident and assured.
He’d even bought a new pair of Nike hi-tops and some Ralph Lauren chinos in anticipation of
this very moment. Not because of the people he was dealing with, they sure as shit wouldn’t
appreciate what he was wearing, but for himself, to make him feel smooth and in control, in the
zone. Every advantage he could gain he needed to take. His shirt was old but it was his lucky
shirt and despite the air conditioning he was pretty sure it now had sweat patches.
There was nothing wrong, he told himself, it would work. He allowed himself to gaze on his
creation and feel the pride and satisfaction which were his due. He didn’t need to pretend, he
reminded himself; by rights he ought to be swaggering about, arrogant and not just confident.
His device had been installed that afternoon where he now stood, in the gents’ toilet of the
Supreme Palace of Divine Justice, or to be more precise, it had been installed in a section of the
already sizable gents’ toilets which had been annexed into a single dedicated room, windowless
and nine feet square. All it contained was the toilet itself and a sink, above which a mirror was
set into white tiles. Everything in the room, while of the highest possible standard, was purely
functional and eschewed all decorative frivolity. At first glance the toilet itself looked like any
other although its black seat was one of the few non-white features in the room. It was this detail
that drew the eye to the toilet as soon as one entered the room. But then one’s eye was drawn
upward, it had all been worked out to the last detail, drawn upward to the small black box that
had been mounted on the wall above the cistern. Set in the middle was a tiny fish eye lens either
side of which were a couple of lights, one red and one green. At present the red light shone but
soon, Brinkley thought, soon it would go out and the green would come on. Only then would his
work come to fruition and his invention be ready to fulfil its peculiar purpose. He lifted the lid of
the toilet once more, eager to enjoy its magnificence and the glory of his achievement for the last
time.
Inside the bowl and starting at the rim at evenly spaced intervals of one centimetre were lines of
tiny dots, each no larger than a caterpillar’s egg. They ran down the curvature of the bowl,
tightening as they converged on the water and then submerged to follow the swan’s neck of the
u-bend. The dots ran in a series of repeated threes, red, blue and yellow.
Brinkley turned to the uniformed man who stood behind him, a man whom Brinkley had never
seen smile or express the slightest sign of pleasure. Brinkley nodded and his face split to a grin.
His teeth were even and white in his tanned healthy face. Brinkley felt that he needed to
exaggerate his eagerness in the same way that it was necessary to shout at the deaf.
“It’s all ready to go. You?”
The uniformed man nodded, his face expressionless, his eyes never leaving Brinkley’s.
“Nothing must go wrong,” he said.
“Nothing can go wrong this end, my man. So long as you guys got your shit together at your end

then it’s all going to go fine.”
The uniformed man’s eyes tightened slightly as though wincing and he failed to suppress a sneer.
Brinkley noticed but told himself he didn’t care. In eight hours his bank account would be
several million dollars richer. Just so long as these clowns didn’t fuck things up. They didn’t
have the first idea about how it all worked, they ascribed it to God. Brinkley, as far as they were
concerned, was merely a tool of The Almighty. Brinkley for his part couldn’t wait to get the fuck
out of their stinking shithole country with its backward medieval superstition and its lack of
humour, back to booze and girls in bikinis.
“God,” said the man, “shall see his will done.”
Brinkley shrugged as though to convey his acceptance of the possibility of such a situation. The
man executed a military turn and strode from the room, arms behind his back and eyes to the
floor. Brinkley followed.
Brinkley didn’t feel particularly proud of what he was doing, it was a pretty shitty way of putting
his talents to work but then it paid well and that was all part of the goal, make enough money to
become self-financing and then he could get on with his real life’s work, start making a
difference, start doing some good. When that was achieved it would more than outweigh this
stuff. No one would be worrying about this paltry shit when they wrote his achievements in the
undying annals of human history. Hopefully they wouldn’t even know about it, he was making
pretty damn sure no one knew. Not that he felt that bad about it. In fact it was pretty neat in a
really fucked up way. When he thought about it, and he did from time to time, he was able to
rationalise the suffering, believe that it wasn’t really a person who was going to suffer but a
simulacrum, an abstraction. But the doubts did linger. Perhaps there was something to it. Why,
after all, did so many rich people invest in it if not for those who had already gone before and
testified to the reality and continuity, albeit disembodied, of their existence? And, it seemed
certain, that existence would remain disembodied for just a matter of time. Sooner or later there
would be a breakthrough and uploads into an organic host would be possible and from there
physically experienced immortality was a tangible reality. It was just a matter of time and
Brinkley’s money was on his own outfit, WelTec, being the first to get there. Which made it all
the more imperative that they didn’t find out what he was doing, what he had done, what he was
about to do. That would surely see his ass canned. Worse, in fact, for they’d be sure to inform the
authorities who would lock him up for just being in this shitty god-forsaken country. And as for
contractual infringements and so forth, it didn’t even bear thinking about. Those were Brinkley’s
real problems.
Just getting here had proven to be a major operation with smoke screens and false trails set up to
throw off anyone or anything, satellites and GPS included, who might be shadowing his
movements. He had organised everything with meticulous care and if all went well then there
were already seven other unspeakable religious dictatorships who were committed to purchasing
his innovation, for innovation it was rather than invention, a hybrid of technologies that already
existed, firstly sensory receptors that gave entirely accurate experiences of the world to the
brains of those in some way incapacitated, sensors that were now placed as microdots in the lines
that descended into the toilet, each equal in sensitivity to the nerves in human skin (red), taste

buds (blue) and olfactory nerves (yellow). Secondly, and this was the really interesting part,
storage for a personality, an intellect, a soul if one absolutely had to insist, downloaded from a
dying body, or rather its dying brain, and then stored in digital limbo. From that state these
disembodied digital souls, or Digisouls ™, were able to communicate via speaker or screen.
What they couldn’t do yet was experience reality other than through raw data inputted into their
hard-drive, the only data that bore any similarity to any of the five senses being camera images.
It had been the possibility of marrying the artificial sensors to the Digisouls ™ that had been the
target of WelTec and almost every other high tech company for the last year.
Apparently, he had heard, someone at WelTec had now cracked it but the company hadn’t
officially announced it yet. Brinkley, however, had figured it out six months earlier and had
decided to keep the breakthrough to himself. He had seen the possibilities the new technologies
offered to someone of a particular worldview but had also realised that the opportunities afforded
by those possibilities would be over as soon as the first person sold the technology. Unless that
person was him.
What had been Brinkley’s true innovation was to marry the two technologies, the sensors and the
Digisouls ™ together in a toilet.

From his hotel window on the eighth floor Brinkley had a view across the square where the
scaffold had been assembled and behind which stood the crane. The condemned man would be
led out, his arms tied behind his back, and would have a noose put around his neck. The crane
would then winch him up high enough for the gathered crowd to watch as he slowly strangled,
dancing on nothing.
Only this time it would be different. The man, a child murderer Brinkley was relieved to hear,
would have special apparatus attached to his head which would, as he choked, complete the
process of downloading every rudimentary particle and nuance of his mental being. It would
already have been running for a couple of hours Brinkley noted, looking at his watch. The
process usually took three hours and so it had been started running at a time that allowed its
conclusion to coincide with the completion of the sentence. Only of course it wouldn’t be the
completion of the sentence this time.
The Supreme Council of Holy Retribution had decreed that the last process of the downloading
must occur as life itself passed from the body. It was considered theologically impossible for the
soul to exist simultaneously in two locations and they had stipulated the necessity for such a
process, complicating matters and delaying application by a further month as Brinkley worked
out ways around the problem.
Brinkley was pretty sure it would work. It had better. He wasn’t sure what they would do if it
didn’t. All threats had been veiled. Once the process was completed they could communicate
with the downloaded soul, hook it up to a screen or a speaker and make sure it was there. Then,
when it realised what had become of it, they would let it beg, bargain, plead for release. No soul
would stay silent for long with what they had in store for it. The sick fucks. Brinkley sighed. If

he hadn’t done it someone else surely would. That was how it was with these things, it was just a
matter of time. If someone could think of doing it then someone would.
Brinkley had wanted to be out of the country when the execution took place. The Supreme
Religious Council were to announce the fate of the condemned man after evening prayers but
they had insisted Brinkley be physically present in case of complications. He had pointed out that
he could help just as well from a remote location but again they had insisted. Acquiescing, he in
turn had insisted that the nation’s intelligence apparatus work out convincing cover to explain
why he wasn’t in the States when the announcement was made. It was sure to send up one hell of
a stink when people back home realised what had happened and they’d be on it immediately,
trying to figure out how it had happened and who had done it. He hoped the cover was
convincing, there were only sixteen or seventeen people at whom the finger could realistically be
pointed, people who could have viably pulled off this technological coup, and how many of
those were likely to be overseas at any given time? Still, he reasoned, being out of the States at
the time of the announcement would make him look so suspect that it might work in his favour.
After all, what sort of idiot would put himself in such an incriminating position? Double bluff.
He sighed again and his finger went to the collar of his shirt where it was rubbing against an
angry boil. It had appeared two days ago, brought on by the heat and the food he figured, and
was growing larger and more sensitive by the hour. He wondered whether to call down to
reception and order up some cigarettes. He hadn’t smoked in over a year. It wasn’t as if cancer
couldn’t be cured, he just thought it was immature to be addicted to anything as unsatisfying as
nicotine. He got up and began to pace the room. Maybe they could send him up a whore or a
boy. He dismissed it almost immediately. While anything was possible for guests who were
prepared to pay the right sort of money he knew that he wouldn’t be able to keep his mind on the
distraction.
He sat down in one of the deep armchairs and stared up through the huge tinted windows to the
cloudless sky. In his mind he played out an interrogation, asking the clerics all the questions he’d
never been brave enough to ask; if you’re so sure of God and Hell and everlasting punishment
then why do you want to take it out of God’s hands? Brinkley thought he knew the answer
though it wasn’t the answer the clerics would have given him. Because man wants to be God,
man wants to encroach on what is God’s territory even though they may not realise they’re doing
it. These fuckers would never admit it. They’d consider it blasphemy and would have to
condemn themselves. And the other reason, he reflected, was even simpler, because man wants
certainty. Faith is good but if you can have certainty then take certainty in the first instance,
you’ve always got faith as a backup. Hell, if you only want to rely on faith then why do
anything? Let the killer kill with impunity, he’ll get punished eventually. Why bother punishing
him yourself? Because you’re certain of getting a few licks in and there’s always that nagging
doubt that there will be no Hell. To punish is to be certain of justice but to punish is to doubt,
doubt the existence of divine justice. He nodded to himself. To punish is to be certain, to punish
is to doubt. He smiled, pleased with his philosophical insight. Either way, it didn’t stop the
people he was dealing with from being fucking hypocrites, but then he’d known that from the
very first. He tried to stop thinking of cigarettes and to think of what he’d do with the money
when it came through.

He looked at his watch, clambered to his feet and walked to the window. The crowd in the square
was growing steadily and a line of soldiers had surrounded the scaffold.
Brinkley wondered if the man had been told of his fate. He suspected that he had. They were
twisted son of bitches. He imagined them telling him, imagined them describing how they would
shit out their spicy dinners onto the sensors, that he would taste, smell and feel it as it ran down
the sides, hot and runny, sliding down into the water, man after holy man entering the chamber
each and every day and emptying bowels and bladder into the living toilet. He would see it all
coming, the guilty man, see it all through that unblinking and all-seeing fish eye.
The guilty man. Brinkley shook the thought free. He didn’t like to dwell on the fairness of the
country’s legal system.
One of the problems of the Digisoul ™ was that it did couldn’t suppress its senses. It couldn’t
hold its nose or shut its eye. Neither could it sleep and in order to prevent the onset of what
appeared to be insanity in Digisouls ™ it had been found necessary to induce a form of
hibernation every twelve hours, sleep basically. Brinkley wondered whether they would do that
to this man. They’d have to or there’d be no mind left to torture before very long.
A cheer went up from the crowd outside and Brinkley ran to the window. Flanked on either sides
by soldiers who separated and protected him from the spitting crowd came the slight form of the
condemned man. He was wearing blue overalls that were too big for him and had been rolled at
the wrists and ankles. His face had been shaved, perhaps to humiliate him, Brinkley thought, all
adult men wore beards. Brinkley picked up the binoculars he had put ready for this moment.
Through the lenses he saw the man’s dark eyes darting, scanning the crowd as though searching
for a familiar face. His gait was strange, hopping and skipping slightly as he struggled to keep up
with the men who led him across the dusty square and his balance seemed impeded by the
ridiculously large turban that concealed the equipment attached to his head.
Like the sudden smell of a snuffed candle, the magnitude and reality of what was about to
happen began to dawn within Brinkley’s racing brain. When he saw the little man stumble
slightly and one of the soldiers reach out to help him stay upright, Brinkley realised that he had
made a terrible mistake, a realisation that trembled in a part of him that he had not previously
known he possessed.
THE END
https://matthewroydavey.wordpress.com/
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GODAN: QUEEN OF THE THIRD COAST by Garret Scheulke
Part Four
The driver let out a wail, smashing Godan and himself into the building. Godan flew through a
wall head first, instantly knocking him out. The car came through, running him over. The driver,
whose head had smashed open against the steering wheel, drew his laugh breath.
Dia jumped onto a nearby rooftop. She tried to look through the smoke and dust that emitted
from the hole that the car went through to see if she could spot Godan.
Let’s give this a shot, she thought. She closed her eyes and relaxed. A second later, she felt
herself connect with Godan’s spirit. She grinned, and grabbed onto it.
Godan woke up. He immediately noticed that he was underneath the back tire of the car. He felt
no pain, but was filled with so much nervous energy that he could not move. The surge of energy
ended, leaving him feeling confident and powerful. He took a hold of the tire with both hands
and pushed. The car was sent flying into the side of the building.
Godan stood up, and took deep breaths. He looked at the car, and saw that the front half of the
driver was now hanging out the window. Filled with anger, Godan spat on him and walked out.
He heard a whistle above him. He looked up and saw Dia, waving at him.
“You all right?” Godan asked, landing on the rooftop.
“I should be asking YOU that!” Dia said.
“I’m fine,” Godan replied, stretching. “Better than how I usually am in these types of situations.”
They heard police sirens coming down Front Street. “Let’s get out of here,” Dia said, about to
jump into his arms.
“You sure you want to do that?” Godan said, lowering his arms. “I’m kinda dirty and bloodied
here.”
“Don’t worry about it,” Dia jumped into his arms. “Just get us home.”
Godan nodded, and ran down Division Street just as the police showed up. Dia put her head onto
Godan’s shoulder. Perfect, she thought.

“If you really wanna do this, then bring it on!”
Gareth motioned for Dia to hop on his back. She did so, and Veronica hopped on Oliver’s. Oliver
wobbled as Veronica climbed onto his shoulders.

“They don’t stand a chance,” Dia whispered into Gareth’s ear as she got onto his shoulders. She
straightened herself and put her hands on her hips. “I appreciate you guys allowing us to win,”
she said to the two college students they just met an hour earlier, “but can you at least put up a
bit of effort?”
Oliver stood still. “I just needed to adjust to her big butt—now we’re ready!”
Veronica slapped him. “Go, you dick!”
Gareth and Oliver hobbled towards each other. Dia and Veronica grappled each other. Dia
yanked Veronica to the side, causing Oliver to stumble. Gareth stepped back, laughing. Oliver
used his hand to splash water at them. Gareth closed his eyes before the water hit, and used both
of his hands to send water flying at them.
Two kids sneaked up behind Gareth and Dia. They waited for Oliver to splash Gareth again.
They then dived at his legs. Gareth fell, with Dia screaming as they hit the water.
“Thanks for the assist!” Veronica said to the kids as they surfaced, bumping fists with them.
Gareth and Dia emerged. “CHEATERS!” they both yelled, splashing at the kids, who laughed at
them and dove back into the water.
One of the YMCA personnel yelled at the group, saying that horseplay was not allowed in the
pool. They all apologized profusely. The employee rolled his eyes and walked away.
“So much for another round,” Dia said pushing her hair back.
“That’s probably our cue to head out,” Veronica said, “We need to get to the mall before dinner.”
They headed towards the bleachers. “You guys still considering our invite?” Oliver asked.
“I’m totally down for it.” They got out of the pool and grabbed their towels. “What part of NMC
is the dance taking place in again?”
“Scholars Hall, bottom level. Ever been there?”
Gareth rubbed his head with the towel. “Yep. I attend NMC for a year.”
“Really? What did you study again?”
Gareth began drying off the rest of his body. “General studies—I didn’t really have any
direction.” He looked towards Dia. “Babe, you up for the dance?”
“I gotta check our schedule,” Dia said, then going back to talking to Veronica.

They went to their respective locker rooms. Gareth and Oliver got out first, and continued
talking. When Dia and Veronica emerged—Veronica complimenting Dia on her “dyed” grey
hair—Oliver extended his hand. “This was fun. If we see you tomorrow night, that’ll be
awesome. Otherwise, I guess we’ll catch you two here again sometime?”
“If they ever let us back in.” Gareth shook Oliver’s hand. “We’ll see ya then.”
Dia and Veronica hugged, then Veronica hugged Gareth, and Dia hugged Oliver. They exited the
YMCA and headed towards their cars.
“I’m telling you, it’ll be fun,” Gareth said.
Dia unlocked the door to her car. “But we’re not college students though.”
“Oliver and Veronica will vouch for us,” Gareth got into the passenger’s seat and stretched out.
“And I can try my expired student I.D. like I did when I got here.”
Dia got in and closed the door. “We’ll see,” she said, smiling.
“Nice ride, by the way. Your ‘captor’ give it to you too?”
Dia started the car. “Yep, he gave me access to everything.”
Pain shot through his head. “What an idiot.”
Gareth leaned towards her. Dia did the same, and they kissed. She turned off the radio as they
continued to make out. Gareth slipped his tongue in. Dia pulled away.
“Save it for the bed,” she said, wiping her lips with the back of her hand.
Gareth snickered, and turned the radio back on. They pulled out of the parking lot and headed
back to the house.

Gareth snapped his fingers. “Call him.”
“Call who?” Dia said from the bathroom as she washed her face.
“Ruthven, Varney, whatever his name is—call him, text him, email, or something. “ Gareth sat
up in the bed. “Tell him I’M holding you hostage now. He’ll come to the rescue, I’ll thrash him,
and we’ll live happily ever after.”
Dia wiped her face with a towel. “You’re really determined to be my hero, aren’t you?”

“It’s not that I’m not having fun with this arraignment—sleeping in his bed, eating his food,
drinking on his dime—but the waiting is starting to irritate me.”
Gareth’s heard his heart beat loudly. His vision blurred, and dizziness overtook him. He sunk
back into the pillow and groaned loudly.
Dia stuck her head out of the bathroom. “Another skull crushing headache?”
“This is the worst one I’ve had yet,” Gareth said, rubbing his face. “For some reason, my head
starts to hurt whenever we talk about him.”
Dia sat down beside him and rubbed his head. “Poor baby, let’s not talk about him anymore.
We’ll handle it when he gets here.”
Gareth took a deep breath. “But when will it be?”
“Soon, baby—real soon.”
Gareth removed his hands from his face. He looked at Dia intently.
“Has it passed?”
“Yes. Something has just dawned on me though.”
Dia looked at him confused. “Oh?”
“You don’t have fur like your sister.”
Dia snorted. “Well yeah, I prefer to shave. What, you don’t like it?”
“Oh, I do—at least you don’t smell like Callisto does.”
“As if you smell any better!” Dia lightly slapped Gareth in the chest. “I’m going out for a smoke.
Take a nap if you need to.”
Gareth saluted her, and closed his eyes. HIS bed, he thought as he listened to her walk out the
room. A small pain shot through his head. He gritted his teeth as he lay down, moaning.
Dia tied up her robe as she entered the kitchen. She picked up her pack of cigarettes from the
counter, but did not see the lighter anywhere. She went to the junk drawer to see if there were
any lighters inside.
“Our master doesn’t approve of that habit,” a voice said behind her.
Dia immediately turned around. Sitting at the kitchen table was a beautiful blonde woman,
wearing a black leather suit. She held onto a sword with one hand, twirling it.

“He shouldn’t let me have so much freedom then.” Dia put down the pack. “What’re you doing
here, Silvia?”
“I had to finish my assignment earlier than what I intended,” Silvia got up and put the sword into
her back holster, “because of your foolishness.”
“What are you talking about?”
“As one of Lord Ruthven’s spawn, I know EXACTLY how he would think.—which means he
wouldn’t approve of this little ‘experiment’ you got going on.”
“He said I could do it when I’m ready!”
Silvia put up her hand. “But under HIS supervision! From what I observed through the houses
security system, and looking through the files of our master’s stepmother, you’re dealing with a
high-class superhuman—way above your league!”
“You’ve been spying on me?!” Dia pounded on the counter. “Why is that only you care, huh?
What about Josie and Elena?”
Silvia grabbed Dia by the throat. “My sisters are loyal to our master in their own way—this is
mine.”
“He’s not gonna be happy if you murder his lover, you know?” Dia said.
Silvia raised her claws. “I’ll gladly accept whatever punishment he gives me.”
A hand grabbed Silvia by her wrist. She turned around and saw Gareth, transformed, wearing
only his mask and a pair of boxers.
“Damn, Dia, I didn’t know you were bringing a blonde into the mix,” Godan said, grinning. “I’m
feeling better already.”
Silvia let go of Dia. Godan yanked her towards him and threw a punch at her face. She ducked,
and uppercutted Godan, sending him through the ceiling.
“Enjoy your last few minutes alive,” Silvia said, jumping through the hole she made.
Godan was down the hall, in a battle stance, when Silvia emerged. “Nothing personal against
you,” she said, drawing her sword, “but you’re too dangerous to be allowed in my master’s
residence.”
“Hey, I’m not the one who made a hole in his ceiling,” Godan moved closer, claws twitching. “I
may be mooching off him, but I respect his house overall.”

Silvia got into a battle stance. “Just so you know, Dia’s controlling you—everything she’s said
about my master and her status is a complete lie.”
“Oh, nice fucking try! Let’s just fight already!”
Silvia shook her head. “Looks like I’ll be doing you a favour by putting you out of your
stupidity.”
She charged at Godan, maddeningly swinging her sword. Godan dodged them easily. He ducked
one of the swings, which made Silvia hit the wall, embedding her sword into it. Godan threw a
punch at her. She ducked, allowing herself the chance to elbow Godan in the hip.
Godan staggered away, growling. Silvia stood up and aimed her open palm at him. A dark swirl
appeared. Godan got back into his battle stance.
Bats suddenly appeared out of the swirl and flew towards him. Godan’s eyes widened, and he
began slashing at them. Silvia grunted, which made more bats stream out of the swirl at a faster
rate.
Dia appeared at the top of the staircase. By now, bats had filled the entire hallway. Godan
slashed at them in vain, and swore as their own claws and teeth tore into his flesh.
“STOP IT!” Dia screamed. “I COMMAND YOU!”
“You’re not my master,” Silvia clenched her fist, “but I agree—let’s end this.”
The bats stopped flying around the room. They converged upon Godan, attaching themselves
onto every single part of his body. He screamed as they dug their claws and fangs into him. He
tried to move, but found that it was like he was walking through mud.
“I MEAN STOP FIGHTING HIM!” Dia said.
“That’s what I’m doing.” Silvia snapped her fingers, and the bats that covered Godan’s neck
turned into mist.
Dia’s eyes widened. “Please, don’t do this.”
“What I’m doing to him is a mercy to what I’m going to do to you,” she said, walking up to
Godan. She took a hold of the back of his neck and sank her fangs into it.
“STOP!” Dia yelled
Godan freaked out, his screams muffled by the bats that covered his face. His entire body felt
like it was on fire. His heat beat rapidly as he felt his blood getting sucked out.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
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THE CHECKLIST by Rick McQuiston
Tyler was nervous. The nagging feeling that he had forgotten something clung to his mind like a
wet cobweb.
He ran through the checklist in his head.
Leave bedroom door open one to two inches.
Check.
Turn the remote control away from the TV and leave a blank piece of paper folded up beneath it.
Check.
Make sure top two dresser drawers are open and angled downward.
Check.
Leave mouthwash bottle cap off and situated between two white hand towels.
Check.
The checklist went on and on, temporarily diverting Tyler’s attention away from his worries.
Nudge hallway carpet runner up to south wall.
Check.
Angle log cabin by a lake painting to the left. Use level to ensure proper tilt: between 25 and 30°.
Check.
As he drove Tyler felt more and more confident that he hadn’t forgotten anything. If he did, the
consequences would be catastrophic.
“Oh my God!” he suddenly blurted out. “The pencil! I forgot to put the pencil in the sink!” His
mind raced over his odd activities that morning. “No, I didn’t,” he sighed. “I did put it there. I
remember it: two inches from the drain, eraser facing toward the toaster.”
Basking in relief, Tyler finally felt certain that he had done everything right before leaving his
house.
He drove to work.

The sudden feeling oozed over Tyler like so much water…ice-cold water.
He took off his glasses and closed the file cabinet drawer.
“I did everything,” he mumbled to himself. “I know I did.”
“Did what?” his co-worker Beth asked. She had stepped into the room without Tyler knowing it.
He spun around and came face-to-face with her puzzled expression. “Oh, nothing. I mean, the
Carmen Proposal. I finished filing it.”
Beth shot him a look of confusion and nodded. “Okay, that’s good.” She didn’t know what else
to say.
Tyler literally sprinted to his car. His behaviour elicited more than a few stares and hushed
comments, including from his boss Mr. Oliveris, who shouted something about not coming back
if he left.
Tyler ignored them all as he drove off. What they thought, even Mr. Oliveris, didn’t matter.
Nothing would matter if he didn’t make sure he’d done everything right.
He drove straight to his house, blowing through stop signs and even a red light. He swung his car
in his driveway, put it in park, and shut off the ignition, all in a few seconds. He then ran up to
his house and jammed his key in the lock, grimacing in frustration when it wouldn’t turn at first.
The lampshade, no, the light in the bathroom? Did I leave it on?
The key turned and Tyler pushed the door open.
The clock? Did I turn the hour hand back to the six?
He stepped inside, being careful not to touch anything.
The fork? Is it on the floor by the stove?
He glanced around his house, mentally noting everything he had done before he left for work
that morning.
Good, nothing has been touched. Thank God.
His cell phone rang.
“Hi Mom.” The relief he felt echoed in his voice.
“Hi, honey, I just want to let you know that I stopped by your house this morning.”

What!?
“I hope you don’t mind, but I wanted to drop off that leftover casserole for you.”
Tyler felt a lump form in his throat. He remembered telling his mother never to go into his house
unless he said it was okay, but realized that he might have forgotten to get his house key from
her.
“I wanted to surprise you. It’s in the fridge.”
Tyler stood frozen. He scanned the living room, the kitchen, the hallway.
“Oh…my…God.” The words dribbled out of his mouth and fell to the floor.
“Oh, and by the way, I know you told me not to go in your house unless you’re there so I didn’t
touch anything. But why was there a pencil in the sink?”
“Mom, I’ll have to call you back.”
“Okay, honey, but you also left the light in the bathroom on, so I...”
Tyler hung up. He looked down the hallway again, sweat beading on his forehead and saw that
the bathroom light was off. This realization drove itself into his brain as he thought of what was
going to happen.
No sooner had the thought crossed his mind when it materialized out of the wall by the front
door.
Tyler immediately sensed its presence and turned around.
The creature was relatively small, about the size of a puppy, and flashed a visage so foul, so full
of malevolent hunger and hatred that Tyler nearly collapsed where he stood.
“No,” he mumbled, “I did everything right. I left everything the way you like it, everything.”
The creature inched forward on eight spindly yet powerful legs. Black spittle pooled on the floor
beneath it, producing tiny plumes of acrid smoke. Its two dozen eyes, red- rimmed and burning
with inner pain, focused on Tyler, its captive caretaker, its prey.
It was angry that its demands had been ignored. Although it didn’t know or care what the various
items in the house were, it still wanted them in a certain order.
That’s how it liked its home.
“It wasn’t my fault,” Tyler sobbed as he backed up against a wall. “I did everything right,

everything.”
The creature felt a pang of regret as it lunged forward with lightning speed and obliterated Tyler,
and not because it had any emotional connection to him, but because now it would have to find
another place to live.
THE END
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CLAIRVOYANT’S MISFORTUNE by Christopher T. Dabrowski
English translation by Monika Olasek
Life doesn’t have any surprises for me. I know it all, absolutely everything. Although I wish I
didn’t know some things, I don’t have any other choice, I’m doomed to know the future in its
very details—after all, I was born a clairvoyant.
I truly can’t understand this bad fortune of mine, however many of you would consider it as a
gift. No, it is not a gift, it’s a curse! I know exactly when I die. I know my parents’ date and hour
of death. The same goes for my wife—I especially married the one that will die after me. A
prospect of outliving your closest family is really depressing.
In sum, where the hell is your deliberate choice? From the very beginning I was absolutely
sure—this is the woman meant for me, not any other. When I was a baby, I knew the very details
of my life however I wasn’t aware of it at that time. Those visions and pictures were completely
incomprehensible for a joyfully babbling baby.
Someone might say: pal, since you know what’s going to happen, why don’t you do something
to change your future!
I can only say one thing: I did try it, many times, but there is no way to change your fate. If your
life has got something in store for you, you will surely get it.
I’m terribly depressed when something sad happens. Of course, I also know when something
nice is going to happen but this awareness spoils the surprise my life has got for me. For
example, how can one be happy about the promotion if one knew about it all along? Please tell
me how?
The worse situation occurs when I know what I’m going to get for my birthday or any other
occasion. Then, I have to pretend to be surprised—actually I’ve become a master at that. I do
enjoy my presents, of course, but I really would like to be surprised, just once. It even could be a
gift which under any other circumstances I wouldn’t like. In my case this would be the greatest
present in the world, just because I was surprised this one time and something unpredictable
would happen.
Well, unfortunately my life is as terribly predictable just as terribly boring. I do not watch any
films nor read books, I’m not a theatre goer—as long as I don’t have to keep someone company.
It doesn’t amuse me because I know from the very beginning how a film, a book or a play would
end and I also know the plot. But the worst thing happen when I forget to keep my mouth shut—
I just spoil the surprise for those not-knowing.
I remember, being a small child, my parents arguing over which political party should win the
elections. This argument turned into quite a row, something just snapped and I shouted which
party would win, with how many percent, who the Prime Minister would be and by whom he
would be replaced after two months.

They were all in shock and after everything happened just as I had predicted, even frightened a
bit.
But in time my father told me not to brag about it—as if I didn’t know that already—and he used
my gift as much as he could. It’s not too hard to imagine that shortly afterwards we would
become a filthy rich family because my dad quite regularly played lottery...
How depressing it is to know that I’m doomed to be a boring, meaningless clerk all my life. It’s
like being sentenced.
I’m sure you all wonder why it all will happen since I can predict lottery numbers. It all will
happen just because my morals won’t let me use this knowledge of mine only for my personal
benefits. Even if I would force myself to do so, I know it won’t work anyway—my fate had
already been sealed.
Someone might call me an idiot but I simply will not take this opportunity. No and that’s final!
Afterwards I would feel—until my days are final—like a thief stealing someone else’s happiness.
I guess you can ask me why I let my father win the fucking lottery time and time again. Where’s
the consequence in that? Well, remember I was only a child. Dad used to have me sat at the table
and told me to write the numbers on a paper (the numbers are to be shown on TV the next day, of
course). As an obedient child, I did it, doing this for fun. At the same time I felt so happy
knowing my parents will be so pleased with me, I really didn’t realize how my actions could
affect other people. I was only a small child, waiting for my parents’ attention because these
were the only times when they noticed me at all, when I felt like I do exist for them.
All my life I will be just a meaningless bureaucrat, getting up at 7 a.m., doing what should be
done and coming home to wife and children. Day after day, the same routine, until the fucking
retirement. Even knowing this charity money from the state won’t be too generous compering to
all the taxes I had to give them away, I don’t care about it at all. Not because I will inherit my
parents’ fortune which come into too easily by using my so-called gift. I simply have always
known money comes, money goes but it will always be enough to live on. I guess it’s just one of
few advantages of being a clairvoyant.
Oh, how I wish I was normal, just like the others—unaware of what’s going to happen, full of
this wonderful not knowing, surprised by life over and over again. Luckily, there is something I
do not know—I do not have any idea what will be with me after I die. Perhaps that’s why I’m
longing for my death—this very first surprise of mine.
THE END
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RUBBER by GK Murphy
It was going to be one of those days. Get out of bed too late in the day, drink that first vile coffee
which however vile proved the perfect start to the day, followed by three more within the first
half-hour and then the same routine where she sat on the pan for twenty minutes and groaned as
she shit it all of last night. Another day, another stomach cramp of her own making, then it was
off to work, her dull job at the hairdressers, a profession she detested and loathed in equal
measure. Yet, still, for the single 28 year old blond, the only work going at the time.
Luckily, Stacey didn’t have to be at the salon until ten-thirty so it gave her plenty of time to
perform her ablutions, wash and shower, eat some muesli, and still get her caffeine and nicotine
fix before setting off to catch the bus into town.
Yesterday, with her friend Judy, she visited the new sex shop that opened a week ago in a back
street off the town centre. Inside, she found it all very fascinating, all the apparatus, the clothes,
the kinky stuff which Judy and her giggled at, a world of wonder she knew nothing about up
until then.
They agreed they would go there again over next weekend.
“We’re a right couple of perverts,” Judy had enthused.
“I know,” Stacey said back, “But isn’t all this stuff amazing? I never knew so much of it existed.
Come on, Judy, let’s buy something. I fancy that there…” and she pointed to the big rubber
dildo, the black one, on the top shelf, “…that big black one there!”
Judy shook her head. “You’ll do yourself an injury with that monster. Believe me, I’ve had the
real thing, a big black one, in the flesh, and it isn’t comfortable. I had it in the cunt as well as in
the arse. It may sound odd, but up the bum felt nicer than in the pink gash!”
“You never mentioned that before.”
“Oh,” Judy said excitedly, “I sucked him dry, every last drop come he spurted over my face I
tasted, and yes indeed, to be honest, sometimes black is truly beautiful.”
Stacey still had her gaze fixed on the black rubber phallus.
“I want it so bad,” she said, “I’m getting horny just looking at the thing.”
Judy reached across and plucked it off the shelf. “It says twenty pounds…bargain!”
“Pass it here,” Stacey said, and held it in her hands. She marvelled at its sheer thickness, and
stroked the bulbous tip with her thumb longingly. Quickly, she spun on her feet and headed for
the counter to make the purchase. Fabio, the shop owner, dark and handsome greeted her with
knowing grin, all Italian charisma and rural charm. “Can you put this in a bag for me, please? I’ll
take it for twenty pounds.”

Fabio obliged, digging out a carrier bag from under the counter, saying, “Of course, of course,
my dear, anything for the lovely lady.”
Stacey looked at Judy in disdain. This Italian guy was a bit creepy.
“Are you Italian, Fabio?” Judy inquired, curiously.
“Yes, I was born in Sicily, where my business started, and now in the UK I have a nationwide
consortium part-owned and part-operated by my dear Papa in Birmingham. We have branches
popping up everywhere in the British Isles.”
Stacey shrugged, “Good for you…has anyone told you that you have bad body odour?”
Fabio frowned, “Body odour…?”
Stacey handed over the money, saying, “Thank you kindly, we’ll be off then, we’ve got what we
wanted.”
Slack-jawed and rejected, Fabio opened the till to deposit the money from the sale. Giggling
madly, the two young ladies headed outside onto the street.
That was yesterday, but this morning Stacey felt horny as she ventured back towards the deserted
bedroom.
She flung her body onto the bed as she thought of her last two lovers…those which had used and
abused her then tossed her aside like litter in the gutter. They fucked her yet never seemed to
come back for more. Truth was, and she knew it, she was still in the learning process, and was
obviously a poor fuck at this moment in time. All in all, if she thought about it carefully, it
seemed men just loved her for her cock-sucking, a feat she handled with expertise and ancient
Samurai craft. In one night, she could suck dick until the cows came home. Blowjobs were better
than a fuck under the sheets any day of the week for Stacey…
Stacey reached into the bedside drawer.
She held the black beast in her hands. Lifting it to her nose, she sniffed the rubber, before
rubbing its tip over her lower-lip ever so gently, then down over her tits and stomach. It
descended further, towards a place which burned with anticipation, a hunger to be penetrated.
She removed her knickers and started to tease her cunt lips. Pressing it against her vulva, it
burned with sacred tingles, a kind of electric shock, one which was ecstasy.
“Fuck me, Fabio…” she said, “…put your massive Italian cock deeper into my pussy, but first
put your tongue inside and eat me out, taste my juice…”

Stacey pushed the dildo into her fanny. With precision, she put it in and out, over and over,
gently at first, yet as she gained more and more momentum, the stroked got harder and more
forceful, as the black rubber phallus penetrated deeper. Her clitoris and bowels tingled
electrically as she fucked her cunt.
This continued for at least a good ten minutes before raw sensation eluded her, when she realized
she was about to come in one singular great wave as she arched her back, tossed back her head,
and moaned with a guttural tiger’s roar. Only for the moment, this marked the end of the game.
Once she unplugged the dildo, she casually lifted it to her lips and licked it of her juices,
breathing heavily as her naked breasts heaved up and down with exertion.
Placing the dildo aside, Stacey reached down to where she entered her fingers as she commenced
to tickle and tease her soft pink clitoris, flicking the highly sensitive folds of flesh next to her
tight hole. Once more, due to the effect of this, the 28 year old, busty, if slightly skinny, young
woman writhed on the cotton duvet, burying her naked arse deeper into its warm folds, as she
moaned and gasped her satisfaction.
“Shit…”
Suddenly, next to the bed, her mobile began to chime as she reluctantly reached across to answer
it. She had to be cool, calm and collected, not come across as somebody in the flow of
masturbation. She could smell the sweet scent of her cunt juice in the room.
It was Judy at the salon. “Are you coming to work today, Stacey? Mrs Pritchard is waiting for
you to come and do her nails.”
Alert suddenly, Stacey sat up, “I’ll be there in fifteen minutes. I’m sorry about this, Judy,” and
hung up on her best friend.
Before she went anywhere—first things first—and here and now was the best and most
opportune time to wash all those moist and peculiar places.
Later on, however…

Lorenzo Pascal stared at the shop door frame and the wood flaking away from the beams that
held it together from his stool behind the shop counter. The 25 year old had worked in Bulmer’s
Flowers for three months now but it had proven so damned boring and uneventful working here
it actually seemed more like three years, or three hundred for that matter. He worked for croaky
old Cynthia Bulmer and her dickhead of a husband Oliver who out of the pair of geriatrics was
the biggest cunt and buffoon. Lorenzo knew Oliver was shagging behind his wife’s back.
Lorenzo knew Oliver paid regular visits to the town porno cinema in the early hours of the
morning, as well as solicit young prostitutes in the local area for favours, which, having done this
for so long now, probably got a discount given the mileage, exertion and hours he put in. Long-

suffering wife Cynthia must have known about the old pervert and his nocturnal drives into
Soho. But, used to it by now, she probably didn’t give two fucks after all this time.
The rain had recently started coming down in the last hour and this area of town looked grey and
severe.
“Fucking rain…” he muttered, taking a sip from his mug of steaming coffee.
One good thing about working for the Bulmer pair, there was plenty of hot beverages to stave off
the winter chills, and if anything, his caffeine intake kept him awake and alert, given this line of
work was so fucking painfully tiresome and hard-core boring. It wasn’t so bad around this time
of day—knocking off time—since when he looked across the street towards the beauty salon,
anytime now he’d get to see Stacey emerge to head home after her shift finished there. Stacey
was a good looking girl. She may have been the best looking young lady in town, and single.
Lorenzo reckoned she’d be the most awesome shag!
He knew she was single for a reason.
In the salon, Stacey might have been meek, quiet, obedient and composed, but wasn’t that
always the way when you suppressed your desires, however bizarre, however sexual or perverse?
A perverse lady was just what Lorenzo needed right now. Stacey had the tidiest, cutest arse this
side of the Atlantic—screw all those Hollywood starlets because Stacey was the real deal—and
ready to be exploited. However, she wasn’t dumb or stupid, for she knew men well, boyfriends
and men friends alike, and whilst she had the looks and body of a slut, oh yes indeed, she was
cunning in a sense as relationships never existed and blokes simply came and went. In truth,
Stacey might have exploited Lorenzo. She wasn’t a bimbo…
He sat there behind the counter watching the salon entrance. Any moment now she would
emerge, clutching an umbrella he dared say, or wearing that coat she always wore, the beige fulllength raincoat that must have gone out of fashion in the early-70s.
She made any clothing look in vogue though. Everything about Stacey screamed SEX!!!
Thinking about her, Lorenzo felt a twitch in his crotch. This was a good sign for any fellow
young or old, and proved if anything everything was in check and operating as it should. He
reached down and tugged his bulge, just for the sake of personal choice, or to make his dick
more comfortable in his tight denim Levi jeans. Just then, he paused and stared into space as he
imagined her tender hand on his cock. In his mind, he pictured it all, her hand wrapped around
his twitching, greasy shaft, whilst Stacey pumped it, sucking his bulging bell-end, sucking it for
everything it was worth!
He was alone in the shop and left to lock-up at five.
It was about that time now. Fuck it…actually there was no factory clock-in card or anything to
sign-off with so the old biddies would be no wiser if he shut up shop a bit prematurely.

Plus, it was pissing down and everyone was indoors, which meant no custom.
Downing the dregs of coffee from the mug, he grabbed his jacket off the rack and walked
towards the door. As he stepped outside into the rain, he reached around and switched all the
lights off, just before locking the door behind him. The big difference was emerging from a
toasty-warm indoor atmosphere into one so bloody cold.
He couldn’t believe his luck.
Lorenzo felt suddenly blessed.
As Stacey stepped through the door of the beauty salon across the street, she stopped and smiles
across at him, even gesturing with a little wave. It was the blandest “come on” ever and
exploiting Stacey or not he smiled and waved back at her.
It was just a shame he never had a car to offer her a lift home in the pounding rain.
Undeterred, seeing his opportunity, Lorenzo waited for a gap to appear in the passing traffic, and
scooted across the road, to greet the mysterious one.
“Hi, Stacey,” he said, “Bloody weather, eh…it’s times like this I wish I had a set of wheels, and I
don’t mean two wheeled variety, either!”
For 25, Lorenzo was mature beyond his age and even in his sense of humour. Yet, Stacey found
it enlightening, as well as deeply attractive and sexy in the man.
“I’m heading home now,” she said, “Do you fancy coming back for a coffee? I only live a few
streets away.”
“Yeah, I know where you live.”
Reluctantly, the girl replied somewhat nervously, “…Really?”
Lorenzo laughed, “Oh, don’t worry, I haven’t been stalking you or anything. It’s just that I live at
the bottom of your road, and I’ve seen you going indoors. Don’t fret, Stacey…I’m not your
neighbourhood creep.”
This broke the ice a little and she laughed along.
She knew where Lorenzo lived. She’d watched him go into his house at the bottom of her road. It
was her understanding he lived with his elderly mother, and that his dad had passed away a few
years ago. He was far from a mummy’s boy, though, she recognized that, and that he had the
reputation as a ladies’ man.
An uncomfortable silence ensued at this point as they smiled and admired one another in the
pounding rain, as a severe wind picked up, whistling and buffeting the trees lining the road.

The silence seemed to be lasting far too long.
They stared at each other without uttering a word. For both people, imaginations were churning,
imagining a hook-up, seeing each other naked before it happened. One of them had to say
something. Soon the wind would turn into a gale and the rain would fall heavier, so please, they
both thought, speak…please…and let’s move onto the next stage, if that was okay?
Lorenzo shivered in the cold chill as his nest of thick black hair ruffled in the heavy wind.
“Bloody cold, isn’t it?” he chuckled.
“Listen,” Stacey said, concerned, “We can’t stand here in the rain all day saying nothing and
waiting to catch pneumonia, so what do you say you pop around my place later and we have
some wine and listen to some music? I have the new Specials album.”
Actually, Lorenzo really liked The Specials…one of the greatest bands to emerge from British
shores, almost legendary.
He couldn’t believe his good fortune, actually.
“I’d love to come around and listen to The Specials. What time should I come?”
“About ten o’clock, if you like?”
Astounded, Lorenzo gasped, “Ten o’clock…? That’s a bit late, isn’t it…what will we do at that
time of night?”
Yes, it was the stupidest question ever uttered and Lorenzo soon realized this, judging by the
amused expression and big cheeky grin on Stacey’s face. Shaking his head dismally, he felt so
embarrassed, for him, for the poor girl. He said, “Silly question, eh? You must think I’m a proper
dickhead.”
“What do you think we’re going to do?”
He chided her, adding cockily, “…Listen to your Specials album?”
“I’m sure there will be other stuff to do. We’re responsible adults, aren’t we? We make our own
decisions. We design our own fate.”
Lorenzo chuckled, still feeling shamed as he said, “You’re starting to sound like an ancient
Greek philosopher now.”
“Really…” she said, “…which one?”
“Is Socrates any good? I’m not really clued-up on ancient philosophers.”

Another uncomfortable pause was on the cards again as the rain suddenly turned heavier.
“I’ll have to, I’ll get soaked…” Stacey said, putting up her umbrella, adding, “…so ten it is?”
“Absolutely…absolutely, yes, count on it, I’ll be there!”
Awkwardly, both parties looked as if they might kiss each other goodbye, until Stacey suddenly
turned on her heels and ran along the pavement to get home out of the downpour quicker.
Looking stranded, Lorenzo paused and considered his luck. It was like all his dreams had come
true. He had five hours to kill—a shower and a shave.
In the rain, he deliberately loitered outside the salon just to observe Stacey make it safely along
the pavement, watching her all the way until she reached the bottom and finally turn the corner
onto the next street, a mere three streets from home. He pondered the night ahead. The thought of
fucking a beauty therapist thrilled him no end, as all sorts of other things entered his mind, things
that would make tonight sparkle. She had the cutest and most pert arse in the entire world and it
was an arse he’d long pondered teasing its rim with his tongue. He often dreamed about licking
arses. More so than pussies, as a matter of fact…arses were more taboo, after all, thus off-limits,
thus more of a thrill, the sheer perverse adventure of licking and sticking his tongue inside.
In his throat, he could taste her ring-piece, her rectum, and he silently delighted in the thought
whilst he could taste its earthiness and juices.
He muttered with glee, “Tonight, Stacey, your arse is all mine.”
It made a tear come to his eye, such was the excitement, such damned good fortune. As so many
knew, she was one of the hottest girls in town, if not the hottest girl all together, and this evening
she was all his. Fuck—the sheer joy of realizing such fucking great and awesome luck! In five
hours’ time, he’d be mopping up cunt juice with his tongue as it drooled from her hole, and
holding his cock over her face, shooting his come into her mouth, and doing this several times. It
was better than winning the National Lottery—or on the same par!
In the wind and rain, Lorenzo turned up his jacket collar and shuffled hurriedly along the
pavement to get home. In his mind, the weather was akin to a cold day in Hell.
But the rains and winds continued long into the night…

At Stacey’s place, the evening seemed to go well, as she proved to be a bit of a tease and up for
fun. After the meal, a Chinese concoction prepared especially by Stacey, they had sat on the sofa
and drank wine, laughed and joked, before Lorenzo decided on the right time to make his move.
He knew he would not be rebuked. Everything so far, gestures and such, the line of conversation,
conversational topics, pointedly led right up to this precise moment.

Stacey surprised him further when she giggled into her glass and said, “So, mister, how big is
your cock? Are we going to get it on and have some fun tonight? I’m willing if you are!”
Oh, he was willing all right—six bulging, elongated inches willing to be precise!
“I’m so glad you asked me to come around tonight,” he said, “I’ve wanted to hook up with you
for a long time, and now it has happened, I feel kind of blessed. Truly, you’re a beautiful,
alluring young woman.”
“Oh, that’s sweet,” Stacey said, resting her glass on the table, “But talk is cheap, so let’s make a
move.”
Hurriedly, she motioned nearer to Lorenzo when they suddenly locked lips, as she embraced him
by wrapping her arms around his shoulders and kissed him. Simultaneously, her hands fumbled
at his zipper to unleash his throbbing cock, whilst at the same time in between gasps of oxygen,
she reached up her skirt and pulled her underwear off, carelessly flinging them over the back of
the sofa. After this, she wasted little time when she undid her bra and pulled her skirt off,
disposing of these accessories in similar fashion, at precisely the same time as Lorenzo exposed
his dick. She gasped in awe and surprise. Stacey guessed he was a big boy…but never this big!
She knew she was in for a treat.
Soon, in the living room, the couple were completely stripped naked.
“Follow me,” she said, leading him into the bedroom, “We might as well be comfortable in bed.”
As they leapt on the duvet, Lorenzo noticed the big black dildo on the bedside cabinet and
gasped. No—he wouldn’t ask.
Stacey got on her back and casually spread her long legs, exposing her fiery red vulva. The
pinkness seemed to glisten and looked hungry for filling in.
He wasted no time and set about penetration.
“Fuck me hard…” she squealed, as his shaft filled her pussy to the max. “…harder, harder,
harder…don’t stop pumping…harder, harder, harder…” She seemed insatiable tonight.
But just then, Lorenzo noticed the girl’s face and exactly how it had suddenly manifested into
something grotesque and horrifying. Her mouth drooled yellow pus as her voice deepened into a
croak and her eyes clouded over, becoming a dirty grey hue, possibly rendering her sightless. He
tried to pull out. He could not, since his cock was locked and stuck in the hole and trapped there
by something that squeezed and squeezed. Thick, black and blue veins etched across her face,
down her neck and across her breasts, like fresh detours across a fleshy plain.
Here, rubber strips emerged from her pussy and wrapped around Lorenzo, jerking him, pulling
him this way and that, ultimately breaking his back. He attempted a struggle yet failed miserably,

as the rubber was too tight and powerful around his slight body. The tip of the dildo on the
bedside cabinet seemed to tremble and glow a dark scarlet red. It was this thing to blame for this.
The rubber dildo was the source. It had a life of its own, with its own thoughts, its own choices,
and its own dark intentions. Lorenzo screamed as his lower back snapped, and the rubber strips
retracted into the girl’s yawning vagina. Blood was everywhere in the room, gristle and pus
spattered the walls and ceiling, and the weird thing was, Lorenzo’s skull had fractured and
exploded, spraying brain tissue everywhere.
Seemingly back to normal yet breathing heavily with exertion, Stacey reached across to fondle
the black rubber dildo on the cabinet next to her bed. Her fingertips tingled to touch her friend.
She said, “Did I please you, master?”
No answer, yet Stacey seemed forever eager to please her rubber friend.
Looking around the room at the mess, she reached down to her crotch and extracted something
fleshy and limp, half-chewed. It was Lorenzo’s severed cock she brought to her mouth to rub
against her lips and taste, as she put the bloody member in her mouth and started to suck.
Similarly, Stacey reached across her breast and picked up a small lump of brain tissue. She put it
in her mouth and started chewing on the gristly morsel, at first precariously, but soon afterward
with joy and likeability since the taste was new and exquisite.
Stacey knew she had to clean up, since she expected someone else tomorrow afternoon.
Judy, her best friend from the salon, would be coming around to the house.
She would probably taste nice as well.
In the local community, these two ladies (Stacey and Judy) were well-known for their lesbianism
and liberal attitude towards matters of the heart and even politics. They had been lovers for a
long time and had everybody’s blessings. However, now there was a new love on the scene, so it
seemed Stacey and Judy had to go with the flow. Tomorrow afternoon, Stacey would have a nice
homemade meal ready for her girlfriend. It would be a mixture of fresh cooked mince and other
varied meats, and yes indeed, something of somewhat of a delicacy because there was even
something new and exciting she’d pass off as bona fide Scottish haggis—good old brains
courtesy of Lorenzo!
THE END
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THE SEARCH FOR ASTRA PALACE by Gregory KH Bryant
Part Fifty-Five
“Carter…?” Lacey whispered.
Just over her head, off to her left by a pace or two, a human leg—a man’s leg—dropped through
the vertical tunnel that pierced the ceiling.
Lacey fired at the leg with her pistol set on kill, gouging a deep gash into the thigh, well above
the knee and slashing the femoral artery, slicing it nicely into separate pieces.
Blood came spilling down on both Lacey and Ward. The crushed cell was filled with the screams
of the dying Scrounger and Lacey who had never once in her life killed a human being, neither
woman nor man.
Then the man from whom the newly-minted corpse was being rapidly drawn fell into the twisted
wire cell. Lacey saw the light leave his eyes. Lacey herself stopped living that moment, and
became another person.
But for this moment, she only leaned against the wall of the broken, twisted cage, drawing her
breath in, in large, choking gasps, eye wide with horror at what she had done. She loved
everything that lived, even the `bad guys’.
More rattling from above. Grunts and muffled shouts.
The torrents of blood spilling on Ward roused him.
He raised his head from the deck and gave it a hard shake. Blood and sweat came spilling from
Ward in huge circles that spattered against Lacey. That got her attention.
“Oh… Carter… I…” Lacey began.
Ward heard the commotion coming from above. He gave Lacey a single sharp and swift glance,
then turned his attention to the corpse that had fallen near his feet.
“Let’s see what our fried here has to give us,” he said.
A young man, perhaps twenty years old. Maybe twenty-five. Well-armed. A combat knife, four
settings. One of the edges was serrated for cutting through bone.
“Well now, if this ’un dudn’t make up nicely for that other one,” Ward gloated, showing the
knife to Lacey. He unbelted the knife’s scabbard from the young Scrounger’s waist, remarking,
“Sorry, kid, but I think ya coulda made some better choices for yerself. But what the hell do I
know? I’m just a dumb fucking space rat.”

While he muttered, he continued searching the man’s body with an efficiency that should have
been shocking, should anyone been watching (Lacey was watching the tunnel in the ceiling with
mounting horror. The terror, the rapine and the murder were all but a minute away.)
Ward pulled through the young Scrounger’s clothing. Aside from a single laser rifle, Ward found
nothing else of interest.
Generally, Ward didn’t care for rifles of any sort. Too much trouble to carry, too much
maintenance. But this was a case where the laser rifle came in very handy. He set the rifle at
semi-automatic, pointed it up the tunnel, and began firing.
Bodies and parts of bodies began dropping. Feet severed at the ankles, arms cut from the
shoulder. Lacey looked on in horror.
Ward kept firing until the bodies stopped dropping.
He peered cautiously up into the tunnel. Twisted pieces of wire, shots of flame, steam and smoke
all filled the narrow tunnel.
“Fuck it,” Ward grumbled to himself. But there was no other way out. Lacey crawled close to
him, touching him lightly on the shoulder.
Ward, startled, spun about, but was able to stop his reflexive punch, which surely would have
broken her jaw, except that he was able to recognize her in time.
“It dun’t look good, babe,” Ward said. “Better see for yerself.”
Lacey crawled closer to the mouth of the twisted tunnel. There, she gave a quick and tremulous
glance upward into the tunnel. She had to agree with Ward. It most certainly did not look good.
Not at all.
“What are we going to do?” Lacey asked.
Ward thrust his thumb upward, pointing into the tunnel.
“That’s the only way outta here,” he said. “We’re gonna have to move fast.”
Ward grasped hold of the lowest rung of the ladder and felt the heat that was already suffusing
through it. If it was already burning his hands now, what was it going to be like further up the
ladder?
And then a thought struck him.
“Carter? What is it?” Lacey asked.
Ward held up his hand and pricked an attentive ear.

”Dunno,” Ward answered. “Horst likes to gloat. We saw that back a ways.”
“Ye-es…?” Lacey agreed.
“But he’s passing up a good chance to rub our noses in this mess.”
“Uh-huh…” Lacey replied.
“Which means… well, it could mean he’s gone to take a piss. Or it could mean he lost track of us
when the tunnel crashed.”
“Yes…?” Lacey asked.
“A thinkin’ man’s game. That’s what we got here,” Ward answered.
“A thinking man’s game?” Lacey asked.
“Yeah. We’re gonna have to think our way outta this.”
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
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ERIC BRIGHTEYES by H Rider Haggard
XV: How Eric Dwelt In London Town
Men stood astonished, but Hall the mate slunk back.
“Hold, comrade,” said Eric, “I have something to say that songs cannot carry. Hearken, my
shield-mates: we swore to be true to each other, even to death: is it not so? What then shall be
said of that man who cut loose the Gudruda and left us two to die at the foeman’s hand?”
“Who was the man?” asked a voice.
“That man was Hall of Lithdale,” said Eric.
“It is false!” said Hall, gathering up his courage; “the cable parted beneath the straining of the
ship, and afterwards we could not put about because of the great sea.”
“Thou art false!” roared Skallagrim. “With my eyes I saw thee let thine axe fall upon the cable.
Liar art thou and dastard! Thou art jealous also of Brighteyes thy lord, and this was in thy mind:
to let him die upon the Raven and then to bind his shoes upon thy cowardly feet. Though none
else saw, I saw; and I say this: that if I may have my will, I will string thee, living, to the prow in
that same cable till gulls tear out thy fox-heart!”
Now Hall grew very white and his knees trembled beneath him. “It is true,” he said, “that I cut
the chain, but not from any thought of evil. Had I not cut it the vessel must have sunk and all
been lost.”
“Did we not swear, Hall,” said Eric sternly, “together to fight and together to fall—together to
fare and, if need be, together to cease from faring, and dost thou read the oath thus? Say, mates,
what reward shall be paid to this man for his good fellowship to us and his tenderness for your
lives?”
As with one voice the men answered “Death!”
“Thou hearest, Hall?” said Eric. “Yet I would deal more gently with one to whom I swore
fellowship so lately. Get thee gone from our company, and let us see thy cur’s face no more. Get
thee gone, I say, before I repent of my mercy.”
Then amidst a loud hooting, Hall took his weapons and without a word slunk into the boat of the
Raven that lay astern, and rowed ashore; nor did Eric see his face for many months.
“Thou hast done foolishly, lord, to let that weasel go,” said Skallagrim, “for he will live to nip
thy hand.”
“For good or evil, he is gone,” said Eric, “and now I am worn out and desire to sleep.”

After this Eric and Skallagrim rested three full days, and they were so weary that they were
awake for little of this time. But on the third day they rose up, strong and well, except for their
hurts and soreness. Then they told the men of that which had come to pass, and all wondered at
their might and hardihood. To them indeed Eric seemed as a God, for few such deeds as his had
been told of since the God-kind were on earth.
But Brighteyes thought little of his deeds, and much of Gudruda. At times also he thought of
Swanhild, and of that witch-dream she sent him: for it was wonderful to him that she should have
saved him thus from Ran’s net.
Eric was heartily welcomed by the Earl of the Farey Isles, for, when he heard his deeds, he made
a feast in his honour, and set him in the high seat. It was a great feast, but Skallagrim became
drunk at it and ran down the chamber, axe aloft, roaring for Hall of Lithdale.
This angered Eric much and he would scarcely speak to Skallagrim for many days, though the
great Baresark slunk about after him like his shadow, or a whipped hound at its master’s heel,
and at length humbled his pride so far as to ask pardon for his fault.
“I grant it for thy deeds’ sake,” said Eric shortly; “but this is upon my mind: that thou wilt err
thus again, and it shall be my cause of death—ay, and that of many more.”
“First may my bones be white,” said Skallagrim.
“They shall be white thereafter,” answered Eric.
At Fareys Eric shipped twelve good men and true, to take the seats of those who had been slain
by Ospakar’s folk. Afterwards, when the wounded were well of their hurts (except one man who
died), and the Gudruda was made fit to take the sea again, Brighteyes bade farewell to the Earl of
those Isles, who gave him a good cloak and a gold ring at parting, and sailed away.
Now it were too long to tell of all the deeds that Eric and his men did. Never, so scalds sing, was
there a viking like him for strength and skill and hardihood, and, in those days, no such wardragon as the Gudruda had been known upon the sea. Wherever Eric joined battle, and that was
in many places, he conquered, for none prevailed against him, till at last foes would fly before
the terror of his name, and earls and kings would send from far craving the aid of his hands.
Withal he was the best and gentlest of men. It is said of Eric that in all his days he did no base
deed, nor hurt the weak, nor refused peace to him who prayed it, nor lifted sword against
prisoner or wounded foe. From traders he would take a toll of their merchandise only and let
them go, and whatever gains he won he would share equally, asking no larger part than the
meanest of his band. All men loved Eric, and even his foes gave him honour and spoke well of
him. Now that Hall of Lithdale was gone, there was no man among his mates who would not
have passed to death for him, for they held him dearer than their lives. Women, too, loved him
much; but his heart was set upon Gudruda, and he seldom turned to look on them.
The first summer of his outlawry Eric warred along the coast of Ireland, but in the winter he
came to Dublin, and for a while served in the body-guard of the king of that town, who held him

in honour, and would have had him stay there. But Eric would not bide there, and next spring,
the Gudruda being ready for sea, he sailed for the shores of England. There he gave battle to two
vikings’ ships of war, and took them after a hard fight. It was in this fight that Skallagrim
Lambstail was wounded almost to death. For when, having taken one ship, Eric boarded the
other with but few men, he was driven back and fell over a beam, and would have been slain, had
not Skallagrim thrown himself across his body, taking on his own back that blow of a battle-axe
which was aimed at Eric’s head. This was a great wound, for the axe shore through the steel of
the byrnie and sank into the flesh. But when Eric’s men saw their lord down, and Skallagrim, as
they deemed, dead athwart him, they made so fierce a rush that the foemen fell before them like
leaves before a winter gale, and the end of it was that the vikings prayed peace of Eric.
Skallagrim lay sick for many days, but he was hard to kill, and Eric nursed him back to life.
After this these two loved each other as brother loves twin brother, and they could scarcely bear
to be apart. But other people did not love Skallagrim, nor he them.
Eric sailed on up the Thames to London, bringing the viking ships with him, and he delivered
their captains bound to Edmund, Edward’s son, the king who was called Edmund the
Magnificent. These captains the King hung, for they had wrought damage to his ships.
Eric found much favour with the King, and, indeed, his fame had gone before him. So when he
came into the court, bravely clad, with Skallagrim at his back, who was now almost recovered of
his wound, the King called out to him to draw near, saying that he desired to look on the bravest
viking and most beauteous man who sailed the seas, and on that fierce Baresark whom men
called “Eric’s Death-shadow.”
So Eric came forward up the long hall that was adorned with things more splendid than ever his
eyes had seen, and stood before the King. With him came Skallagrim, driving the two captive
viking chiefs before him with his axe, as a flesher drives lambs. Now, during these many months
Brighteyes had grown yet more great in girth and glorious to look on than he was before.
Moreover, his hair was now so long that it flowed like a flood of gold down towards his girdle,
for since Gudruda trimmed it no shears had come near his head, and his locks grew fast as a
woman’s. The King looked at him and was astonished.
“Of a truth,” he said, “men have not lied about thee, Icelander, nor concerning that great wolfhound of thine,” and he pointed at Skallagrim with his sword of state. “Never saw I such a man;”
and he bade all the mightiest men of his body-guard stand forward that he might measure them
against Eric. But Brighteyes was an inch taller than the tallest, and measured half a span more
round the chest than the biggest.
“What wouldest thou of me, Icelander?” asked the King.
“This, lord,” said Eric: “to serve thee a while, and all my men with me.”
“That is an offer that few would turn from,” answered the King. “Thou shalt go into my bodyguard, and, if I have my will, thou shalt be near me in battle, and thy wolf-dog also.”
Eric said that he asked no better, and thereafter he went up with Edmund the King to make war

on the Danes of Mercia, and he and Skallagrim did great deeds before the eyes of the
Englishmen.
That winter Eric and his company came back to London, and abode with the King in much state
and honour. Now, there was a certain lady of the court named Elfrida. She was both fair and
wealthy, the sweetest of women, and of royal blood by her mother’s side. So soon as her eyes
fell on Eric she loved him, and no one thing did she desire more than to be his wife. But
Brighteyes kept aloof from her, for he loved Gudruda alone; and so the winter wore away, and in
the spring he went away warring, nor did he come back till autumn was at hand.
The Lady Elfrida sat at a window when Eric rode through London Town in the King’s following,
and as he passed she threw him a wreath of flowers. The King saw it and laughed.
“My cold kinswoman seems to melt before those bright eyes of thine, Icelander,” he said, “as my
foes melt before Whitefire’s flame. Well, I could wish her a worse mate,” and he looked on him
strangely.
Eric bowed, but made no answer.
That night, as they sat at meat in the palace, the Lady Elfrida, being bidden in jest of Edmund the
King to fill the cup of the bravest, passed down the board, and, before all men, poured wine into
Eric’s cup, and, as she did so, welcomed him back with short sweet words.
Eric grew red as dawn, and thanked her graciously; but after the feast he spoke with Skallagrim,
asking him of the Gudruda, and when she could be ready to take the sea.
“In ten days, lord,” said Skallagrim; “but stay we not here with the King this winter? It is late to
sail.”
“Nay,” said Eric, “we bide not here. I would winter this year in Fareys, for they are the nighest
place to Iceland that I may reach. Next summer my three years of outlawry are over, and I would
fare back homewards.”
“Now, I see the shadow of a woman’s hand,” said Skallagrim. “It is very late to face the northern
seas, and we may sail to Iceland from London in the spring.”
“It is my will that we should sail,” answered Eric.
“Past Orkneys runs the road to Fareys,” said Skallagrim, “and in Orkneys sits a hawk to whom
the Lady Elfrida is but a dove. In faring from ill we may hap on worse.”
“It is my will that we sail,” said Eric stubbornly.
“As thou wilt, and as the King wills,” answered Skallagrim.
On the morrow Eric went in before the King, and craved a boon.

“There is little that thou canst ask, Brighteyes,” said the King, “that I will not give thee, for, by
my troth, I hold thee dear.”
“I am come back to seek no great thing, lord,” answered Eric, “but this only: leave to bid thee
farewell. I would wend homeward.”
“Say, Eric,” said the King, “have I not dealt well with thee?”
“Well, and overwell, lord.”
“Why, then, wouldst thou leave me? I have this in my mind—to bring thee to great honour. See,
now, there is a fair lady in this court, and in her veins runs blood that even an Iceland viking
might be proud to mate with. She has great lands, and, mayhap, she shall have more. Canst thou
not find a home on them, thinkest thou, Brighteyes?”
“In Iceland only I am at home, lord,” said Eric.
Then the King was wroth, and bade him begone when it pleased him, and Eric bowed before him
and went out.
Two days afterwards, while Eric was walking in the Palace gardens he met the Lady Elfrida face
to face. She held white flowers in her hand, and she was fair to see and pale as the flowers she
bore.
He greeted her, and, after a while, she spoke to him in a gentle voice: “They say that thou goest
from England, Brighteyes?” she said.
“Yes, lady; I go,” he answered.
She looked on him once and twice and then burst out weeping. “Why goest thou hence to that
cold land of thine?” she sobbed—”that hateful land of snow and ice! Is not England good enough
for thee?”
“I am at home there, lady, and there my mother waits me.”
“‘There thy mother waits thee,’ Eric?—say, does a maid called Gudruda the Fair wait thee there
also?”
“There is such a maid in Iceland,” said Eric.
“Yes; I know it—I know it all,” she answered, drying her tears, and of a sudden growing cold
and proud; “Eric, thou art betrothed to this Gudruda; and, for thy welfare, somewhat overfaithful
to thy troth. For hearken, Eric Brighteyes. I know this: that little luck shall come to thee from the
maid Gudruda. It would become me ill to say more; nevertheless, this is true—that here, in
England, good fortune waits thy hand, and there in Iceland such fortune as men mete to their

foes. Knowest thou this?”
Eric looked at her and answered: “Lady,” he said, “men are not born of their own will, they live
and do little that they will, they do and go, perchance, whither they would not. Yet it may happen
to a man that one meets him whose hand he fain would hold, if it be but for an hour’s travel over
icy ways; and it is better to hold that hand for this short hour than to wend his life through at a
stranger’s side.”
“Perhaps there is wisdom in thy folly,” said the Lady Elfrida. “Still, I tell thee this: that no good
luck waits thee there in Iceland.”
“It well may be,” said Eric: “my days have been stormy, and the gale is still brewing. But it is a
poor heart that fears the storm. Better to sink; for, coward or hero, all must sink at last.”
“Say, Eric,” said the lady, “if that hand thou dost desire to hold is lost to thee, what then?”
“If that hand is cold in death, then henceforth I wend my ways alone.”
“And if it be held of another hand than thine?”
“Then I will journey back to England, lady, and here in this fair garden I may crave speech of
thee again.”
They looked one on another. “Fare thee well, Eric!” said the Lady Elfrida. “Here in this garden
we may talk again; and, if we talk no more—why, fare thee well! Days come and go; the
swallow takes flight at winter, and lo! at spring it twitters round the eaves. And if it come not
again, then farewell to that swallow. The world is a great house, Eric, and there is room for many
swallows. But alas! for her who is left desolate—alas, alas!” And she turned and went.
It is told of this lady Elfrida that she became very wealthy and was much honoured for her
gentleness and wisdom, and that, when she was old, she built a great church and named it
Ericskirk. It is also told that, though many sought her in marriage, she wedded none.
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THE MOON POOL by A Merritt
Chapter XXXV: “Larry—Farewell!”
“My heart, Larry—” It was the handmaiden’s murmur. “My heart feels like a bird that is flying
from a nest of sorrow.”
We were pacing down the length of the bridge, guards of the Akka beside us, others following
with those companies of ladala that had rushed to aid us; in front of us the bandaged Rador
swung gently within a litter; beside him, in another, lay Nak, the frog-king—much less of him
than there had been before the battle began, but living.
Hours had passed since the terror I have just related. My first task had been to search for
Throckmartin and his wife among the fallen multitudes strewn thick as autumn leaves along the
flying arch of stone, over the cavern ledge, and back, back as far as the eye could reach.
At last, Lakla and Larry helping, we found them. They lay close to the bridge-end, not parted—
locked tight in each other’s arms, pallid face to face, her hair streaming over his breast! As
though when that unearthly life the Dweller had set within them passed away, their own had
come back for one fleeting instant—and they had known each other, and clasped before kindly
death had taken them.
“Love is stronger than all things.” The handmaiden was weeping softly. “Love never left them.
Love was stronger than the Shining One. And when its evil fled, love went with them—wherever
souls go.”
Of Stanton and Thora there was no trace; nor, after our discovery of those other two, did I care to
look more. They were dead—and they were free.
We buried Throckmartin and Edith beside Olaf in Lakla’s bower. But before the body of my old
friend was placed within the grave I gave it a careful and sorrowful examination. The skin was
firm and smooth, but cold; not the cold of death, but with a chill that set my touching fingers
tingling unpleasantly. The body was bloodless; the course of veins and arteries marked by faintly
indented white furrows, as though their walls had long collapsed. Lips, mouth, even the tongue,
was paper white. There was no sign of dissolution as we know it; no shadow or stain upon the
marble surface. Whatever the force that, streaming from the Dweller or impregnating its lair, had
energized the dead-alive, it was barrier against putrescence of any kind; that at least was certain.
But it was not barrier against the poison of the Medusae, for, our sad task done, and looking
down upon the waters, I saw the pale forms of the Dweller’s hordes dissolving, vanishing into
the shifting glories of the gigantic moons sailing down upon them from every quarter of the Sea
of Crimson.
While the frog-men, those late levies from the farthest forests, were clearing bridge and ledge of
cavern of the litter of the dead, we listened to a leader of the ladala. They had risen, even as the
messenger had promised Rador. Fierce had been the struggle in the gardened city by the silver

waters with those Lugur and Yolara had left behind to garrison it. Deadly had been the slaughter
of the fair-haired, reaping the harvest of hatred they had been sowing so long. Not without a
pang of regret did I think of the beautiful, gaily malicious elfin women destroyed—evil though
they may have been.
The ancient city of Lara was a charnel. Of all the rulers not twoscore had escaped, and these into
regions of peril which to describe as sanctuary would be mockery. Nor had the ladala fared so
well. Of all the men and women, for women as well as men had taken their part in the swift war,
not more than a tenth remained alive.
And the dancing motes of light in the silver air were thick, thick—they whispered.
They told us of the Shining One rushing through the Veil, cometlike, its hosts streaming behind
it, raging with it, in ranks that seemed interminable!
Of the massacre of the priests and priestesses in the Cyclopean temple; of the flashing forth of
the summoning lights by unseen hands—followed by the tearing of the rainbow curtain, by
colossal shatterings of the radiant cliffs; the vanishing behind their debris of all trace of entrance
to the haunted place wherein the hordes of the Shining One had slaved—the sealing of the lair!
Then, when the tempest of hate had ended in seething Lara, how, thrilled with victory, armed
with the weapons of those they had slain, they had lifted the Shadow, passed through the Portal,
met and slaughtered the fleeing remnants of Yolara’s men—only to find the tempest stilled here,
too.
But of Marakinoff they had seen nothing! Had the Russian escaped, I wondered, or was he lying
out there among the dead?
But now the ladala were calling upon Lakla to come with them, to govern them.
“I don’t want to, Larry darlin’,” she told him. “I want to go out with you to Ireland. But for a
time—I think the Three would have us remain and set that place in order.”
The O’Keefe was bothered about something else than the government of Muria.
“If they’ve killed off all the priests, who’s to marry us, heart of mine?” he worried. “None of
those Siya and Siyana rites, no matter what,” he added hastily.
“Marry!” cried the handmaiden incredulously. “Marry us? Why, Larry dear, we are married!”
The O’Keefe’s astonishment was complete; his jaw dropped; collapse seemed imminent.
“We are?” he gasped. “When?” he stammered fatuously.
“Why, when the Mother drew us together before her; when she put her hands on our heads after
we had made the promise! Didn’t you understand that?” asked the handmaiden wonderingly.

He looked at her, into the purity of the clear golden eyes, into the purity of the soul that gazed
out of them; all his own great love transfiguring his keen face.
“An’ is that enough for you, mavourneen?” he whispered humbly.
“Enough?” The handmaiden’s puzzlement was complete, profound. “Enough? Larry darlin’,
what more could we ask?”
He drew a deep breath, clasped her close.
“Kiss the bride, Doc!” cried the O’Keefe. And for the third and, soul’s sorrow! the last time,
Lakla dimpling and blushing, I thrilled to the touch of her soft, sweet lips.
Quickly were our preparations for departure made. Rador, conscious, his immense vitality
conquering fast his wounds, was to be borne ahead of us. And when all was done, Lakla, Larry,
and I made our way up to the scarlet stone that was the doorway to the chamber of the Three. We
knew, of course, that they had gone, following, no doubt, those whose eyes I had seen in the
curdled mists, and who, coming to the aid of the Three at last from whatever mysterious place
that was their home, had thrown their strength with them against the Shining One. Nor were we
wrong. When the great slab rolled away, no torrents of opalescence came rushing out upon us.
The vast dome was dim, tenantless; its curved walls that had cascaded Light shone now but
faintly; the dais was empty; its wall of moon-flame radiance gone.
A little time we stood, heads bent, reverent, our hearts filled with gratitude and love—yes, and
with pity for that strange trinity so alien to us and yet so near; children even as we, though so
unlike us, of our same Mother Earth.
And what I wondered had been the secret of that promise they had wrung from their handmaiden
and from Larry. And whence, if what the Three had said had been all true—whence had come
their power to avert the sacrifice at the very verge of its consummation?
“Love is stronger than all things!” had said Lakla.
Was it that they had needed, must have, the force which dwells within love, within willing
sacrifice, to strengthen their own power and to enable them to destroy the evil, glorious Thing so
long shielded by their own love? Did the thought of sacrifice, the will toward abnegation, have to
be as strong as the eternals, unshaken by faintest thrill of hope, before the Three could make of it
their key to unlock the Dweller’s guard and strike through at its life?
Here was a mystery—a mystery indeed! Lakla softly closed the crimson stone. The mystery of
the red dwarf’s appearance was explained when we discovered a half-dozen of the water coria
moored in a small cove not far from where the Sekta flashed their heads of living bloom. The
dwarfs had borne the shallops with them, and from somewhere beyond the cavern ledge had
launched them unperceived; stealing up to the farther side of the island and risking all in one
bold stroke. Well, Lugur, no matter what he held of wickedness, held also high courage.

The cavern was paved with the dead-alive, the Akka carrying them out by the hundreds, casting
them into the waters. Through the lane down which the Dweller had passed we went as quickly
as we could, coming at last to the space where the coria waited. And not long after we swung
past where the shadow had hung and hovered over the shining depths of the Midnight Pool.
Upon Lakla’s insistence we passed on to the palace of Lugur, not to Yolara’s—I do not know
why, but go there then she would not. And within one of its columned rooms, maidens of the
black-haired folks, the wistfulness, the fear, all gone from their sparkling eyes, served us.
There came to me a huge desire to see the destruction they had told us of the Dweller’s lair; to
observe for myself whether it was not possible to make a way of entrance and to study its
mysteries.
I spoke of this, and to my surprise both the handmaiden and the O’Keefe showed an almost
embarrassed haste to acquiesce in my hesitant suggestion.
“Sure,” cried Larry, “there’s lots of time before night!”
He caught himself sheepishly; cast a glance at Lakla.
“I keep forgettin’ there’s no night here,” he mumbled.
“What did you say, Larry?” asked she.
“I said I wish we were sitting in our home in Ireland, watching the sun go down,” he whispered
to her. Vaguely I wondered why she blushed.
But now I must hasten. We went to the temple, and here at least the ghastly litter of the dead had
been cleaned away. We passed through the blue-caverned space, crossed the narrow arch that
spanned the rushing sea stream, and, ascending, stood again upon the ivoried pave at the foot of
the frowning, towering amphitheatre of jet.
Across the Silver Waters there was sign of neither Web of Rainbows nor colossal pillars nor the
templed lips that I had seen curving out beneath the Veil when the Shining One had swirled out
to greet its priestess and its voice and to dance with the sacrifices. There was but a broken and
rent mass of the radiant cliffs against whose base the lake lapped.
Long I looked—and turned away saddened. Knowing even as I did what the irised curtain had
hidden, still it was as though some thing of supernal beauty and wonder had been swept away,
never to be replaced; a glamour gone for ever; a work of the high gods destroyed.
“Let’s go back,” said Larry abruptly.
I dropped a little behind them to examine a bit of carving—and, after all, they did not want me. I
watched them pacing slowly ahead, his arm around her, black hair close to bronze-gold ringlets.

Then I followed. Half were they over the bridge when through the roar of the imprisoned stream
I heard my name called softly.
“Goodwin! Dr. Goodwin!”
Amazed, I turned. From behind the pedestal of a carved group slunk—Marakinoff! My
premonition had been right. Some way he had escaped, slipped through to here. He held his
hands high, came forward cautiously.
“I am finished,” he whispered—”Done! I don’t care what they’ll do to me.” He nodded toward
the handmaiden and Larry, now at the end of the bridge and passing on, oblivious of all save
each other. He drew closer. His eyes were sunken, burning, mad; his face etched with deep lines,
as though a graver’s tool had cut down through it. I took a step backward.
A grin, like the grimace of a fiend, blasted the Russian’s visage. He threw himself upon me, his
hands clenching at my throat!
“Larry!” I yelled—and as I spun around under the shock of his onslaught, saw the two turn, stand
paralyzed, then race toward me.
“But you’ll carry nothing out of here!” shrieked Marakinoff. “No!”
My foot, darting out behind me, touched vacancy. The roaring of the racing stream deafened me.
I felt its mists about me; threw myself forward.
I was falling—falling—with the Russian’s hand strangling me. I struck water, sank; the hands
that gripped my throat relaxed for a moment their clutch. I strove to writhe loose; felt that I was
being hurled with dreadful speed on—full realization came—on the breast of that racing torrent
dropping from some far ocean cleft and rushing—where? A little time, a few breathless instants,
I struggled with the devil who clutched me—inflexibly, indomitably.
Then a shrieking as of all the pent winds of the universe in my ears—blackness!
Consciousness returned slowly, agonizedly.
“Larry!” I groaned. “Lakla!”
A brilliant light was glowing through my closed lids. It hurt. I opened my eyes, closed them with
swords and needles of dazzling pain shooting through them. Again I opened them cautiously. It
was the sun!
I staggered to my feet. Behind me was a shattered wall of basalt monoliths, hewn and squared.
Before me was the Pacific, smooth and blue and smiling.
And not far away, cast up on the strand even as I had been, was—Marakinoff!

He lay there, broken and dead indeed. Yet all the waters through which we had passed—not even
the waters of death themselves—could wash from his face the grin of triumph. With the last of
my strength I dragged the body from the strand and pushed it out into the waves. A little billow
ran up, coiled about it, and carried it away, ducking and bending. Another seized it, and another,
playing with it. It floated from my sight—that which had been Marakinoff, with all his schemes
to turn our fair world into an undreamed-of-hell.
My strength began to come back to me. I found a thicket and slept; slept it must have been for
many hours, for when I again awakened the dawn was rosing the east. I will not tell my
sufferings. Suffice it to say that I found a spring and some fruit, and just before dusk had
recovered enough to writhe up to the top of the wall and discover where I was.
The place was one of the farther islets of the Nan-Matal. To the north I caught the shadows of the
ruins of Nan-Tauach, where was the moon door, black against the sky. Where was the moon
door—which, someway, somehow, I must reach, and quickly.
At dawn of the next day I got together driftwood and bound it together in shape of a rough raft
with fallen creepers. Then, with a makeshift paddle, I set forth for Nan-Tauach. Slowly,
painfully, I crept up to it. It was late afternoon before I grounded my shaky craft on the little
beach between the ruined sea-gates and, creeping up the giant steps, made my way to the inner
enclosure.
And at its opening I stopped, and the tears ran streaming down my cheeks while I wept aloud
with sorrow and with disappointment and with weariness.
For the great wall in which had been set the pale slab whose threshold we had crossed to the land
of the Shining One lay shattered and broken. The monoliths were heaped about; the wall had
fallen, and about them shone a film of water, half covering them.
There was no moon door!
Dazed and weeping, I drew closer, climbed upon their outlying fragments. I looked out only
upon the sea. There had been a great subsidence, an earth shock, perhaps, tilting downward all
that side—the echo, little doubt, of that cataclysm which had blasted the Dweller’s lair!
The little squared islet called Tau, in which were hidden the seven globes, had entirely
disappeared. Upon the waters there was no trace of it.
The moon door was gone; the passage to the Moon Pool was closed to me—its chamber covered
by the sea!
There was no road to Larry—nor to Lakla!
And there, for me, the world ended.
THE END
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